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External cladding for the  
new build market





Specialists in the supply of external façade solutions
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SPSenvirowall offers a complete range of external façade   
systems of the highest quality.

The supply of these products is supported by an exceptional level of service  
and technical support to our customers.
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SPSenvirowall has been supplying external wall insulation systems for over 30 years 
for the cladding of buildings of all construction types such as masonry, lightweight 
steel frame and timber frame. We are market leaders in this type of technology and 
provide products backed by exceptional technical support.
 
External wall insulation has been used in the UK since the early eighties and in 
continental Europe much longer than this. It places insulation where it provides 
the most benefit in protecting the building structure from moisture and extremes of 
temperature. 

It provides:
Thermal Performance - Our insulated systems, easily achieves high levels of 
thermal performance through the wall.

Protection - Provides weather and thermal protection to the structure of the 
building.

Speed of Construction - Fast to apply and takes the external cladding out of the 
critical path of construction allowing an earlier start to the interior fit out, shortening 
the build program.

Exposure - High levels of weather protection. No limit to its degree of exposure in 
the UK. Suitable for high elevations and coastal sites.

Lightweight - Typical system less than 8kg/m2.

Colours - Virtually limitless colour palette to choose from, plus various textures 
and finishes, including brick.

Approval - NHBC and TRADA approved system.

Certification - BBA approval & ETA Certification.

Versatile - Application to any wall type.

Durable - Design life up to 60 years.
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Quality
The types of products and systems we supply products and 
systems that have been rigorously tested and have extensive 
track records, having been used throughout the UK and Europe 
for more than 40 years. In addition to this we are able to offer 
extensive guarantees on our product range.

Service
SPSenvirowall is dedicated to providing the highest level of 
service in our industry. The supply of our products is supported 
by design guidance and technical site support.

Value
We are committed to providing the best value. We will never 
over specify our systems and always ensure that they are best 
suited to purpose. We aim to position ourselves as offering the 
most competitive external wall systems in the market without 
compromising on quality.

Kinnell
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Insulation

Expanded Polystyrene

•  20mm - 300mm thickness
•  Age cured fire-retarded polystyrene
•  Lambda 0.032 - 0.038w/mK
•  Excellent value
•  User friendly
•  BREEAM Rating A+

Mineral Wool

• DD Slab 30mm - 200mm
• Façade lamella 30mm - 200+ mm
• High density and compressive 

strength mineral wool
• Lambda 0.036 - 0.040w/mK
• Non-combustible
• Environmentally friendly
• Thermo-dimensionally stable
• Façade lamella - no requirement for 

mechanical fixings

Phenolic

•  20mm - 120mm thickness
•  CFC & HCFC free
•  Lambda 0.021 - 0.024W/mK
•  Excellent thermal performance
•  Good fire performance
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Basecoat

envirorend
Highly polymer modified cementitious basecoat  
applied 3-5mm thick incorporating a plastic  
coated reinforcing glass fibre mesh.

Additional Impact Resistance
Additional impact resistance can be imparted to the 
system by incorporating an extra reinforcing layer 
with high impact meshes. For the highest level 
of impact resistance a 9mm rendaclad board or 
equivalent is fitted on top of the insulation prior to 
installation of renders.

Adhesive
envirobed 
A highly polymer modified OP cement for the 
adhesion of insulation boards. It offers extremely 
high levels of strength, adhesion and durability. It 
can be comb applied 3-5mm thick to the back of 
the insulation board or for uneven substrates can 
be applied in dabs up to 20mm thick.

envirobed should only be used as an adhesive  
and never as a reinforcing basecoat

wallsystem.1
Applied to Masonry

wallsystem.1 is a range of thin coat external 
wall insulation systems that provide exceptional 
weathering and crack resistant properties 
combined with an inexhaustible range of colours 
ideally suited for the modern designer.

Topcoats

envirocryl
Acrylic polymer based topcoat supplied in various 
grain sizes offering a highly water repellent finish in 
a wide range of colours.

envirosil
Silicone based topcoat supplied in various grain 
sizes in a range of colours offering greater water 
repellency, vapour permeability and lower dirt 
retention.

granomin
High performance bagged product providing 
a quick drying grained, mineral alternative to 
envirocryl and envirosil.

...\SPSenvirowall-WS1Solid-14 (060  10/02/2014 13:34:41
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1. Insulation Board Typical 1200mm x 600mm No 
cut boards less than 200mm to be used. Type and 
thickness to be determined.

2. Adhesively fixed insulation 3mm - 6mm grooved 
bed of envirobed adhesive mortar or dot dabbed 
if recommended using appropriate guidelines for 
this form of application.

3. SPSenvirowall high performance reinforcement 
mesh overlapped 100mm. Additional 
reinforcement patches over windows and doors.

4. Basecoat 3-5mm of envirobed highly polymer 
modified basecoat.

5. Aluminium base bead 2.5 length. Use appropriate 
joining and base bead clip with mesh.

6. Base bead fixing 6mm hammerfix, length and 
type to be determind by substrate, maximum 
300mm centres. Minimum length 60mm, hole 
must be minimum 10mm longer than fixing.

7. Insulation fixing Exact type and length to be 
determind by system and substrate. 60mm head, 
minimum embedment 35mm. For fixing pattern 
dependent on substrate and exposure rating see 
relevant detail sheet.

8. Primer brush or roller applied primer the same 
colour shade as topcoat ensures more consistent 
finish.

9. Topcoat Various topcoats available

Typical System Build Up
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Applied to Framed Structures
External wall insulation systems are extensively 
used on lightweight framed structures. The 
speed at which they can be erected and 
weatherproofed provides significant benefits to 
the developer. Removing the cladding from the 
critical path, bringing forward the internal trades 
and thereby shortening the contract period and 
eliminating the problems associated with brick 
and blockwork construction. This method of 
construction has proven extremely popular over 
recent years. 

The details that follow demonstrate the use of 
the SPSenvirowall systems on lightweight steel 
frames although the principle operates equally 
effectively on timber frame structures. 

It should be noted that both the NHBC and 
TRADA recommend the introduction of a 
partially  ventilated cavity behind the cladding 
system in timber framed construction, therefore 
we recommend the rendaClad system for 
application to timber frame. The SPSenvirowall 
external render systems provide a weather-
tight cladding and providing the openings are 
adequately detailed to provide a weatherseal it 
is SPSenvirowall’s opinion that a cavity is not 
required for steel framed structures.
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TSRail System
The TSRail System is extensively used on 
lightweight framed structures. The speed at 
which it can be erected and weatherproofed 
provides significant benefits to the developer, 
removing the cladding from the critical path. This 
allows the contractor to bring forward the internal 
trades, thereby shortening the contract period 
and eliminating the problems associated with 
brick and blockwork construction. This method of 
construction has proven extremely popular over 
recent years.

TS Rail system consist of a pre-engineered 
insulation board that sits within a PVC rail 
framework mechanically fixed to a sheathing board 
providing a drainage cavity behind the insulation 
system. A proprietary base coat render is applied 
with a reinforcing plastic coated glass mesh prior to 
application of various finishes. (See fig 1.)

Although SPSenvirowall would argue that properly 
detailed a drainage cavity is not required when 
applying render protected insulation to lightweight 
steel frames. The drainage cavity the TSRail 
incorporates behind the insulation provides an 
additional precaution against water ingress. It is a 
prerequisite of most building insurers including the 
NHBC.

14
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1. Lightweight Steel Frame
2. Cement Particle Board or Calcium Silicate Board
3. Rockwool Facade Lamella Fire Break
 1000mm* 200*mm. Rockwool insulation slabs. 
4. Rail System  

 Running horizontally and vertically. PVC generally but  
 aluminium at firebreaks. Fixed on 15mm spacer.

5. EPS Polystyrene Rail System Insulation
 500mm* 500mm. Engineered to fit into rails.
6. Reinforced Base Coat
 envirorend high polymer base coat, minimum   
 3-5mm,with 8mm tooth trowel incorporating glass fibre  
 reinforcement mesh.
7. Primer & Top Coat or Acrylic Slip Finish
 1.5-3mm grain envirosil/envirocryl finish. Different
 textures available.Trowel applied, thickness  
 determined by grain size.

The System

Fig. 1
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wallsystem.1
Direct to CP Board

Without a drainage cavity.

Some insurers require a minimum
drainage cavity behind the render protected
insulation system. For all other building types the 
insulation may be fixed directly to the sheathing 
board.

Specification

• Internal Lining
• Lightweight Steel Studs 
• SPSenvirowall Fabrock271 
• Cement Particle Board
• 3mm-5mm envirobed adhesive mortar
• Rockwool or EPS with Mineral Wool fire breaks
• 3-5mm envirorend basecoat incorporating
• Plastic coated glass fibre reinforcing mesh
• Silicone or acrylic primer
• envirosil or envirocryl topcoat 

Thermal
• Minimum U-Value 0.15 - 0.35 W/(m2K)

Acoustic
• Minimum sound insulation RwdB 45 - 55dB 

sound reduction

Fire
• 30 - 90 minutes fire resistance 

1. Lightweight Steel Frame
2. Internal Lining
3. SPSenvirowall Fabrock 271
4. Cement Particle Board
5. Adhesive Mortar 3-5mm envirobed high polymer adhesive.

Applied with 8mm tooth trowel.
6. Rockwool Fire Break 1000mm x 200*mm. Rockwool insulation 

slabs. Fitted with two mechanical anchors per board.
7. Mechanical Fixing Type and length determined by on site tests.
8. EPS FRA Polystyrene or Rockwool DD Insulation
9. 50mm* 1000mm x 500mm. Mechanically fixed.
10. Reinforced Base Coat Apply envirorend high polymer base coat, 

minimum 3-5mm, with 8mm tooth trowel incorporating glass fibre 
reinforcement mesh.

11. Primer & Top Coat 1.5-3mm grain envirosil/envirocryl finish. 
Trowel applied, thickness determined by grain size. Available in 
different textures.

12. Concrete Floor Slab With 20mm Rockwool firestop. 

* Please contact SPSenvirowall technical department for advice on insulation 
thickness, U value and condensation calculations.
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rendaclad

rendaclad has primarily been developed for 
applying a seamless rendered rainscreen 
system to a timber frame structure. It replaces 
the need to build a blockwork façade, finishing 
with low performance cementitious renders. It 
increases the speed of construction, reduces 
the building footprint, improves the logistics 
of supply and storage all at a lower cost than 
traditional construction methods. rendaclad is 
a full façade system made up of many carefully 
selected components. These components have 
been rigorously tested individually and as an 
entire system, making it one of a very few BBA 
approved systems of its type, providing the 
reassurance that it will perform over the long 
term.

Non-proprietary render-to-board applications 
have previously been fraught with issues 
relating to cracking and de-lamination. 
rendaclad provides a low-cost solution 
guaranteed not to crack and is able to 
accommodate the expected settlement and 
differential movement within timber frame 
construction. In addition, silicone render finishes 
give long term durability and a high-resistance 
to dirt retention and algal spoiling, resulting in 
a highly durable render system with a minimum 
life expectancy of 30 years.

Ventilated Cavity
rendaclad has been primarily developed for use 
on timber frame construction providing a simple 
solution to ensure a fully ventilated and drained 
cavity is maintained within the wall structure, 
meeting the requirements of the NHBC and 
TRADA. The system can be applied to any wall 
structure, lightweight steel frame or masonry 
construction.

The System
Traditional methods using Expanded Metal 
Lath (EML) with a sand and cement render 
finish uses a mix of three materials ( timber / 
metal / masonry ) which expands and contracts 
differently causing the render to crack. This is 
not an issue with rendaclad. Thermal values 
to meet Part L building regulation standards for 
new build properties can be met and exceeded 
within a typical 140mm timber frame structure. 
To utilise space and minimise the thickness of 
the wall, our recommendation is that rendaclad 
becomes the natural solution.

The Design
By engaging with SPSenvirowall at an early 
stage, we can assist in the design of detailing 
by providing standard and bespoke drawings 
specific to the building. 
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Top Coat
Primer
Mesh Reinforcement
envirorend Base Coat
RendaFlex Lite Board
Breather Membrane
Timber Batten
Timber Frame

Top Coat
Primer
Mesh Reinforcement
envirorend Base Coat
RendaFlex Lite Board
Helping Hand Bracket
Light Weight Steel Frame

Top Coat
Primer
Mesh Reinforcement
envirorend Base Coat
RendaFlex Lite Board
Breather Membrane
Timber Frame

Top Hat Section

Three methods of application
Timber Batten

Helping Hand Bracket

Top Hat Section
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Speed of Construction
The application of rendaclad panels and the rendering 
of high performance thin coat renders is far quicker than 
the laying of traditional bricks and blocks and application 
of thick monocouche renders. The external facades 
can be quickly completed providing a street scape 
conducive to attracting potential purchasers. 

Testing and Accreditation

The system is fully accredited with BBA,  
NHBC, TRADA and STA approval.

24
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Cost	Effective

Highly cost effective when compared to more 
traditional methods of construction.

Extensive Track Record 

Projects in the UK in excess of 10 years old. 
Accelerated ageing tests undertaken giving a life 
expectancy in excess of 30 years.

Lightweight 

Savings can be made in the substructure due to the 
lightweight nature of the system. 

Durability

The use of proprietary polymer modified and silicone 
renders give it weather resistance and durability far 
beyond traditional finishes.

Aesthetics

There is an extensive range of finishes including 
bricks, stone, timber effect claddings and coloured 
renders.

Crack Resistant

The flexibility of the renders and reinforcing mesh 
provide resistance to cracking from the movement of 
the substrate.

Strength

The finished panel gives a very high degree of impact 
strength and is highly durable.

Non-Combustible

RendaFlex Lite is classified A1 non-combustible.

Guaranteed

12 year guarantee.

Low Maintenance

The high performance silicone renders maintain their 
appearance far longer than traditional monocouche 
renders and do not spoil easily.

Versatility of Design

Stepped gables and curves in the façade are easily 
achieved.

Savings

Due to the speed of the application and the reduced 
depth of the overall system, significant savings can be 
made in the scaffold costs.       

Site Storage 

The volume of building materials required is massively 
reduced so there is no requirement to store bricks or 
blocks on site. Coverage rates of render is four times 
greater than that of traditional renders.

Availability

All products are readily available in stock within our 
network of regional depots or on short lead times.

25
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Textured Finishes 

Acrylic, Silicone and Granomin 
textured	thin	coat	finishes.

The Acrylic and Silicone thin coat finishes are 
through colour, pre-mixed and ready to use organic 
resin renders which are applied as a decorative 
final coating. Both renders are used to provide a 
low maintenance, attractive contemporary finish 
and are highly water repellent. 

The flexibility and ease of application of both 
the Acrylic and Silicone render finishes, allows 
for large areas of the facade to be applied, thus 
matching the demand to complete large volumes of 
housing schemes within the programme schedule. 
The render provides an anti-crack finish, ideal for 
the use on high-rise flats, terraces, solid wall and 
system built house types.

Widely used by clients who wish to consider 
their long term maintenance programme of their 
properties, where a low maintenance regime is 
desirable.
  
Both finishes are available in a large range of 
colour options that contain colour pigments 
which are mixed in a computer controlled, factory 
environment using state-of-the-art equipment, thus 
providing colour consistency when supplying large 
projects.

Along with a large colour range there is also an 
opportunity to select differing grain sizes ranging 
from 1mm-4mm. This offers the client a varying 
choice of colours and textures. 

26
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envirosil - Silicone Finish

A highly water repellent through colour textured finish 
allowing the façade to maintain its cleanliness, via the 
natural cleaning process which occurs during rainfall.

The envirosil topcoat finish contains a safe level of 
anti-fungicide sufficient to resist the growth of most UK  
fungi and algae, thus making the finish remain cleaner 
for longer periods of time. 

envirosil is highly vapour permeable making it ideal to 
use as a finish with all types of insulation, especially 
Mineral Wool as this allows the system to breathe, 
reducing the risk of condensation. 
Rot-resistant, non-swelling, low-stress, environmentally 
friendly, low-odour, very high-resistance to environment 
pollutants and micro-organisms and also UV-stable.

envirocryl	-	acrylic	finish

A water-repellent through colour textured finish offering 
a low-maintenance finish which is waterproof according 
to VOB, part C, DIN 18363. 
The envirocryl also contains the same safe level of 
anti-fungicide as the envirosil finish, meaning they both 
have self-cleaning characteristics.
Resistant to atmospheric influences, very high 
resistance to environmental pollutants and  
micro-organisms, and also UV-stable.
An extended range of colour options are available in 
the envirocryl range, enabling deeper colours to be 
manufactured due to its molecular structure, giving it the 
ability to retain high-pigmented colours. 

granomin topcoat system with Nanosil  
self-cleaning	equalising	paint	finish

The granomin topcoat system comprises of a multi-coat 
process resulting in an extremely high water-repellent 
finish using nanosil technology. 
The granomin product comes in a bagged powder 
format including the 2mm grain which is mixed on site 
with clean water and subsequently applied by the same 
technique as the pre-mixed envirosil and envirocryl 
products. Once painted with the nanosil coating it has 
the appearance of the 1.5mm grain size similar to the 
acrylic and silicone finishes.
The granomin system is a synthetic mineral hybrid 
based product which requires a primer and is applied 
directly onto the basecoat. Its advantage in the UK 
climate, where the weather is unpredictable, the pre-
determined setting process allows for the application to 
be less reliant on atmospheric conditions and ensures 
a consistency of curing on site. This makes it an ideal 
option for those periods of the year where other finishes 
may be less practical.    
 
nanosil façade coating brings strength, cleanliness, 
luminosity, breathability and bonding. The unique make 
up of nanosil means that façades stay looking better for 
longer.   

After setting, the nanosil coating is applied in two coats 
by brush or roller. Once dry this finish has a superior 
water repellency compared to most other finishes. 
During inclement weather it also develops a thin film 
of water on its surface which encourages a natural 
process of deep cleaning and fast drying.   

A new look in the future

envirosil, envirocryl and granomin topcoat finishes 
have a long lifespan and if required, they can all be 
easily redecorated at any stage of their lifetime making 
them very versatile. This offers the house owner the 
opportunity to change the appearance of the property 
easily whilst still maintaining the performance of the 
system.   

All of these finishes are applied onto a basecoat 
incorporating reinforcement mesh offering a robust and 
impact resistant system. 
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Through Colour Anti-Crack
Render Systems
Single Coat ‘Monocouche’ Renders

ecorend
Cost-effective mineral based through colour
render suitable for all applications to medium
and high-density masonry substrates. ecorend is
made incorporating a sustainable percentage of
recycled glass and can be applied in passes up
to a final thickness of 30mm. The typical thickness
of render is 15mm which should be applied to a
thickness of 17-18mm and then scraped back
to 15mm. Coverage rate 1.55kg/mm.

•  Low-cost
•  Limited colour range
•  Environmentally friendly

Granicem L

Granicem L is a more highly polymer modified
version of Ecorend and is lighter, providing a 
coverage rate of 1.3kg/mm. It is easier and faster 
to apply and offers a wider range of colours.

•  Economical
•  User-friendly
•  Excellent coverage rates
•  Good colour range 

Due to the nature of single coat mineral renders 
these systems cannot be guaranteed against 
minimal hairline cracking which is normal in 

this type of system and would not affect its 
performance. 

Two Coat Anti-Crack Renders
Masonry substrates (excepting lightweight block)
are less demanding substrates than insulation and
therefore the base coat render does not require
the same level of polymer modification as those
being applied to insulation products.

Basecoats

CEMENT’in C&G is a dry, factory produced
lime-cement mortar which is applied as a base.
It is a blend of selected and sieved river sands,
grey Portland cement, hydrated lime, admixtures
and additives. Coverage rate of 1.5kg/mm.

•  Excellent adhesion
•  Low shrinkage
•  Easily applied

enviromesh
A glass fibre plastic coated reinforcing mesh
applied onto the surface of the basecoat to
provide additional strength and crack resistance.
The thickness of the basecoat will be dependent
on the quality of the substrate.

28
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Finish Coats

envirodash

An extensive range of dash finishes and coloured 
mortars.

Granicem L

A range of through colour floated renders providing
a lightly textured decorative finish.

envirobrick

Please refer to Brick Finishes on page 30

envirocryl

Acrylic polymer based topcoat supplied in various 
grain sizes offering a highly water-repellent finish in 
a wide range of colours.

envirosil

Silicone based topcoat supplied in various grain 
sizes in a range of colours offering greater water 
repellency and vapour permeability.

granomin

Thin coat textured mineral topcoat. Providing a 
similar finish to EnviroSil or EnviroCryl. Supplied in 
25kg bags is mixed with water on site. It is far less 
weather dependant on application than silicone or 
acrylic products making it is ideally suited for winter 
working. Will require the addition of two coats 
of Nanosil paint to provide the same degree of 
resistance to dirt retention as EnviroSil.
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Brick Finishes -
The Complete Package
Many of the UKs Towns, Villages and Cities 
have a tradition of brick finished housing. At 
SPSenvirowall, we are keen to keep that tradition 
alive. Both the surrounding architecture and 
the planning requirements can be matched by 
our extensive range of brick finished systems.  
Whether it be hi-rise, terraced houses or timber 
frame we have a brick finish to suit the application 
and in many instances we can provide a colour 
matching product range.

SPSenvirowall have looked at all the requirements 
for a brick type finish within the market place and 
have produced a comprehensive range to select 
from. We believe this guide will provide a “one stop 
shop” solution to your brick finish requirements.

All the systems in this guide have been rigorously 
tested to ensure that they deliver exactly what 
they are designed to do. They are also backed 
by extensive guarantees providing you with total 
peace of mind.

This extensive range of brick type systems ensures 
that no matter what your construction type or 
budget, SPSenvirowall has the solution.  

30
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SpeedySlip
SpeedySlip provides the traditional appearance 
of a brick finished building with technology of a 
lightweight acrylic brick slip finish. Developed 
over 25 years ago, the system is an ideal finish 
for external wall insulation systems. SpeedySlip 
is ideally suited to high-rise buildings where 
traditional brick slips would not be recommended.
Each slip is handmade from only the highest 
quality of raw materials, which ensures the 
traditional and natural appearance of a brick 
finish. Its lightweight and flexible compositions 
opens up the possibility of design and can be 
easily accommodated as a finish to external wall 
insulation. Each slip measures only 4-6mm thick 
and can easily be fixed to basecoat renders with 
adhesive.

The	Benefits

• Lightweight system
• Cost effective compared to traditional
      brick slips
• Ideally suited for high-rise applications
• Long life span and no maintenance costs

Colour Range

SpeedySlip comes in a standard range of ten 
colours though a colour matching service is 
available upon request, providing a limitless range 
of finishes. Thanks to its high-quality production, 
should you choose a standard colour or a special 
colour, SpeedySlip will guarantee to deliver a
natural appearance and an effective interplay 
of colours every time. SpeedySlip also comes 
in corner facing bricks which finish the corners 
perfectly. Further strengthening the appearance of 
a traditional solid brick façade. 

Each individual pack of SpeedySlip contains
different natural shades and textures for each 
design. To achieve the best results it is
recommended that the flat facing bricks are
selected at random from different packs.

East Midlands 
Red Stock

Charnwood 
Forest Buff

Charnwood 
Forest Grey

London Multi 
Stock

London Sanded 
Cream

Suffolk Red 
Stock

Staffordshire 
Blue

Surry Autumn 
Red

Kent Yellow 
Stock

Thames Yellow 
Stock
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SpeedySlip

Application Guide 
 
1.

Mark out the area to be covered with 
SpeedySlip evenly with chalk lines for the 
required height. Use existing lines such 
as windows and door lintels as starting 
points when marking out the height and 
bond.

3. 

The pointing process needs to begin 
immediately after the slips have been 
installed. Using a 15mm brush, the wet 
mortar can be spread evenly along the 
joints and up the sides of the slip to seal 
the joint. The mortar should then be left 
to dry and the entire area should be 
cleaned using a hand brush or similar to 
remove any loose mortar. By finishing 
the joints with a slight groove provides 
the surface with a natural 3d effect.

2. 

The SpeedySlip adhesive mortar should 
be thoroughly stirred within its tub. A 
small amount of water can be added 
to adjust the consistency. SpeedySlip 
should be applied from the top down 
starting in the corner. The first task is to 
apply the adhesive mortar to the surface 
of the wall. The adhesive mortar should 
be applied within the height markings 
using a 5mm notched trowel and combed 
vertically. No more adhesive than can be 
immediately covered by slips should be 
applied. The brick slip can then be floated 
into position and pressed into the mortar. 
Any air trapped behind the slip should 
be removed. The slips can be cut easily 
using a sharp Stanley knife, simply cut 
along the back and the slip should snap 
apart.

4.

The SpeedySlip system can be finished 
with full pointing using the SpeedySlip 
Full jointing mortar. This product is 
supplied as a paste with an earth moist 
consistency. Again this product
should be stirred thoroughly within its 
tub, a small amount of water can be 
added to adjust the consistency. The 
jointing mortar should be put onto 
a plastering trowel and worked into 
the joints with a pointing trowel, then 
smoothed over by applying gentle 
pressure.
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BrickStick
The BrickStick system offers the flexibility of a brick
slip system with the traditional look, durability and
feel of real brick work. Developed to complement
the Envirowall Brick Finish package, BrickStick
provides a slip system with added durability of
real brick slips. The system can be designed to
incorporate any type of brick work so allowing
the new structure to be perfectly blended into
its surroundings.

The system works by adhesive fixing pre-cut brick
slips or fired brick slips to a basecoat insulation 
board that is prefixed to the substrate. There is no 
need for complicated mesh systems or expensive 
grooved insulation boards. Unlike many other Brick 
slip systems on the market, BrickStick is supplied 
with cut pistol brick slips thus allowing clean and
traditional corners to be formed. Fast and simple
to install, the system incorporates a unique method
of using a rope to ensure even placement of slips.
The roped system allows the installer to follow the
natural lines of each brick further emphasising the
look of a traditional brick facade.

The	Benefits	

• Highly durable finish
• Quick and easy to apply
• Can easily accommodate any unevenness  

in the substrate 
• High-impact resistance
• Any brick type can be used

Airedale Smooth 
Sqaure Edge

Bingley  
Orange

Huntingdon 
Multistock

Runcorn Blend 
Square Edge

Findon Buff 
Stock

Wombourne Blue 
Smooth Edge

Groby Orange 
Square Edge

Beige Smooth 
Square Edge

Beige Stock Anfield Stock

Islington Yellow 
Multistock

Mayweather 
Red Multi Stock

Swindon Red Multi 
Square Edge

Watermark Smooth 
Multi Stock
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1.

The area that is to be covered with 
BrickStick should be marked out evenly 
with chalk lines. Door lintels and windows 
should be used as starting points. A 
starting track can be used to provide a 
level line to work from. Installation should 
start from a pistol slip corner.

 

2. 

A small amount of adhesive should then 
be trowelled applied to the wall. Only as 
much adhesive as can be immediately 
covered with slips should be applied, a 
notched trowel should be combed
through the adhesive before the brick slip 
is applied. Slips can be easily cut on site 
using a diamond tipped angle grinder.

 

3. 

Starting above the first course of brick 
work a 10mm 3 braid nylon rope is 
inserted into the horizontal joints, this will 
create a natural looking 10mm mortar 
joint. The rope will accommodate
for any natural bend in the brick work 
creating the look of a traditional brick built 
wall. A small piece of rope can be cut to 
provide a guide for the vertical joints.

 

4. 

After initial setting the rope can then be 
gently removed. The joints can then be 
filled with a sand/cement mortar and
smoothed using a pointing trowel. For 
speed of application a mortar pointing gun 
should be used. Any excess mortar can 
be brushed off once it has dried.

Brickstick  
 
Application Guide
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Accessories 
Fixings - SPSenvirowall provide a huge range 
of accessories that form part of and compliment 
their insulation and render systems.

From the standard insulation anchors to more 
technical applications we are confident that we 
can offer a cost-effective and technically sound 
solution to your requirements.

All of our fixings are quality controlled throughout
the design, material selection and production
process to ensure compliance with the safety
requirements of the individual applications.

On site pull out tests may be provided so the
correct fixing and fixing pattern are always
specified for each project. As with all our  
products, SPSenvirowall make a commitment  
not to overspecify our fixings to ensure our 
systems offer the most economic solution to your 
needs.
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Mechanically	fixing	of	insulation	
to various substrates
Mechanical fixings or anchors play an important 
function in the way in which External Wall 
Insulation Systems perform under building and 
dynamic loadings. The role of the fixing is far 
greater than simply holding the insulation in place 
until the render is applied, it has to accommodate 
movement within the structure, positive and 
negative wind pressure and supporting the self-
weight of the system to name a few key functions.

There are a number of different fixings that can be 
used and it is important to select the fixing for the 
application and in some instances this requires on 
site pull out tests to be completed to determine the 
performance of the fixing with the substrate.

Based on site conditions and location along with 
site based test results, a specific fixing pattern 
may be required. Please contact SPS Envirowall 
technical team for advice.

All masonry based EWI fixings are tested and 
Certified in accordance with ETAG 014 ‘Plastic 
Anchors for ETICS’. Within this standard there are 
5 categories for which the fixings can be Certified 
as being acceptable to be used in and these can 
be seen in the table below. If a substrate is not 
categorised then on site testing must be done.

.

Substrate	Classifications	as	Defined	
Under ETAG 014

Anchors to use in:

A Normal Weight Concrete

B Solid Masonary

C Hollow or Perforated Masonary

D  Lightweight Aggregated Concrete

E Autoclaved Aerated Concrete

Plastic Pin Masonry Screw Fixing
ESPS PPs ‘PTH SX’

Anchor body material :  Polypropylene
Pin material :   Reinforced Polyamide
Hammer or Screw set :  Screw
Minimum embedment depth : 35 mm
Drill hole diameter :  8 mm
Point thermal transmittance : 0.000 W/K
 
ETA Certificate Number :  10/0028
ETA Classification :  A – B – C – D – E
Typical pull out into solid brick : 1.20 kN
 
Lengths :   135 – 255 mm
Qty per box :   200 for 135 & 155 mm lengths
    100 for lengths over 155 mm
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Plastic Pin Masonry Hammer Fixing
ESPS PPh ‘KI 10’

Anchor body material :  Polypropylene
Pin material :   Polypropylene
Hammer or Screw set :  Hammer
Minimum embedment depth : 25 mm
Drill hole diameter :  10 mm
Point thermal transmittance : 0.000 W/K
 
ETA Certificate Number : 07/0291
ETA Classification :  A – B – C – D – E
Typical pull out into solid brick : 0.50 kN
 
Lengths :   70 – 220 mm
Qty per box :   250

Plastic Pin Masonry Hammer Fixing
ESPS PPh ‘H3’

Anchor body material :  Polypropylene
Pin material :   Polypropylene
Hammer or Screw set :  Hammer
Minimum embedment depth : 25 mm
Drill hole diameter :  8 mm
Point thermal transmittance : 0.000 W/K
 
ETA Certificate Number : 14/0130
ETA Classification :  A – B – C
Typical pull out into solid brick : 0.60 kN
 
Lengths :  75 – 235 mm
Qty per box :  200 for lengths upto 155mm
   100 for lengths over 155mm

Plastic Pin Masonry Hammer Fixing
ESPS PPh ‘PTH X’

Anchor body material :  Polypropylene
Pin material :   Polyamide
Hammer or Screw set :  Hammer
Minimum embedment depth : 35 mm
Drill hole diameter :  8 mm
Point thermal transmittance : 0.000 W/K
 
ETA Certificate Number : 13/0951
ETA Classification :  A – B – C – D
Typical pull pout into solid brick : 0.75 kN
 
Lengths :   115 – 255 mm
Qty per box :   200 for lengths up to 175 mm
    100 for lengths over 175 mm

Metal Pin Masonry Hammer Fixing
ESPS MPh ‘PTH KZ’

Anchor body material :  Polypropylene
Pin material :   Galvanised steel
Hammer or Screw set :  Hammer
Minimum embedment depth : 25 mm
Drill hole diameter :  8 mm
Point thermal transmittance : 0.002 W/K
 
ETA Certificate Number : 05/0055
ETA Classification :  A – B – C – D
Typical pull pout into solid brick : 0.90 kN
 
Lengths :   75 – 295 mm
Qty per box :   200 for lengths up to 155 mm
    100 for lengths over 155 mm
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Metal Pin Masonry Hammer Fixing
ESPS MPh ‘TFIX 8M’

Anchor body material :  Polypropylene
Pin material :   Galvanised steel
Hammer or Screw set :  Hammer
Minimum embedment depth : 25 mm
Drill hole diameter :  8 mm
Point thermal transmittance : 0.002 W/K
 
ETA Certificate Number : 07/0336
ETA Classification :  A – B – C
Typical pull out into solid brick : 1.20 kN
 
Lengths :   95 – 295 mm
Qty per box :   200 for lengths up to 195 mm
    100 for lengths over 195 mm

Metal Pin Masonry Hammer Fixing
ESPS MPh ‘NT U’

Anchor body material :  Polyethylene
Pin material :   Galvanised steel
Hammer or Screw set :  Hammer
Minimum embedment depth : 25 mm
Drill hole diameter :  8 mm
Point thermal transmittance : 0.002 W/K
 
ETA Certificate Number : 05/0009
ETA Classification :  A – B – C
Typical pull out into solid brick : 1.50 kN
 
Lengths :   95 – 295 mm
Qty per box :   100

Metal Pin Masonry Screw Fixing
ESPS MPs ‘PTH S’

Anchor body material :  Polypropylene
Pin material :   Galvanised steel
Hammer or Screw set :  Screw
Minimum embedment depth : 25 mm
Drill hole diameter :  8 mm
Point thermal transmittance : 0.002 W/K
 
ETA Certificate Number :  08/0267
ETA Classification :  A – B – C – D – E
Typical pull pout into solid brick : 1.50 kN
 
Lengths :   95 – 475 mm
Qty per box :   200 for lengths up to 155 mm
    100 for lengths over 155 mm

Metal Pin Masonry Screw Fixing
ESPS MPs ‘TFIX 8S’

Anchor body material :  Polypropylene
Pin material :   Galvanised steel
Hammer or Screw set :  Screw
Minimum embedment depth : 25 mm
Drill hole diameter :  8 mm
Point thermal transmittance : 0.002 W/K
 
ETA Certificate Number :  11/0144
ETA Classification :  A – B – C – D – E
Typical pull out into solid brick : 1.20 kN
 
Lengths :   115 – 435 mm
Qty per box :   200 for lengths up to 195 mm
    100 for lengths over 195 mm
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Metal Pin Masonry Screw Fixing
ESPS MPs ‘STR U 2G’

Anchor body material :  Polyethylene
Pin material :   Galvanised steel
Hammer or Screw set :  Screw
Minimum embedment depth : 25 mm
Drill hole diameter :  8 mm
Point thermal transmittance : 0.002 W/K
 
ETA Certificate Number :  04/0023
ETA Classification :  A – B – C – D – E
Typical pull out into solid brick : 1.50 kN
 
Lengths :   115 – 455 mm
Qty per box :   200 for lengths up to 195 mm
    100 for lengths over 195 mm

Oversized washer ‘IT PTH’

Depending on wind loads and fixing patterns 
an oversized washer may be required to 
increase the surface area of the fastener 
head. These are designed to work with our 
normal fixings with the fixing being inserted 
into the washer, there is no requirement to 
dismantle the fixing or change parts.

For use with PTH X, PTH KZ and PTH S 
fixings only

Washer material : Polypropylene
Washer size :  100 and 140 mm
Qty per box :  100

Oversized washer ‘VT90 and SBL140’

Depending on wind loads and fixing patterns an 
oversized washer may be required to increase 
the surface area of the fastener head. These are 
designed to work with our normal fixings with the 
fixing being inserted into the washer, there is no re-
quirement to dismantle the fixing or change parts.

For use with IDK T, NTU and STRU 2G fixings only

Washer material : Polyamide
Washer size :  90 & 140 mm
Qty per box :  100

Oversized washer ‘KWL’

Depending on wind loads and fixing patterns an 
oversized washer may be required to increase 
the surface area of the fastener head. These are 
designed to work with our normal fixings with the 
fixing being inserted into the washer, there is no re-
quirement to dismantle the fixing or change parts.

For use with KI10, TFix 8M and TFix 8S fixings 
only

Washer material : Polypropylene
Washer size :  90, 110 140 mm
Qty per box :  200
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SPSenvirowall ‘ELS50, ELS70 & ELSHT 
98’

Self-tapping fixings used for fixing rail supports 
used as part of the SPS Envirowall TS Rail system. 
For fixing into sheathing boards, but can cut into 
lightweight steel framed sections supporting the 
sheathing board.

Pin material :   Carbon steel
Hammer or Screw set :  Screw with hex 
head 5.5mm
Minimum embedment depth : 20 mm
Drill hole diameter :  Self-tapping
 
Lengths :   ELS50 for cavities 
up to 20mm
    ELS70 for cavities 
21 – 40mm
    ELSHT98 for cavi-
ties 41 – 50mm
Qty per box :   100

SPSenvirowall ‘RKW 41 and RKC 41 
Climaseal’

For fixing SPS Envirowall RendaClad boards 
to timber or metal support battens.

The fixings are coated with a Cliamseal ther-
moset coating which gives excellent resist-
ance to corrosion.

RKW fixings are used for fixing to timber sup-
port battens and RKC fixings are used when 
fixing to SPS Envirowall RCTH 25 top hat 
sections.

Hammer or Screw set : Screw
Drill hole diameter :  Self-tapping
 
Lengths :   41mm
Qty per box :   500

SPSenvirowall ‘WX Screw and  KC 
Tube Washer for sheathing boards’

This is a two part product that consists of a 5.8mm 
screw fixing and insulation washer for use when 
fixing into 
sheathing boards. It is important to ensure the 
sheathing board provides the correct pull out re-
sistance required.

Pin material :   Carbon Steel
Hammer or Screw set :  Screw
Minimum embedment depth : 20 mm
Drill hole diameter :  Self tapping
Point thermal transmittance : 0.001 W/K

 
Lengths : 50 – 450 mm
Fixing length is made up using a combination of 
screw lengths and washer tube lengths. Please 
contact  
SPSenvirowall Customer Support Team for fixing 
length matrix
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SPSenvirowall ‘Fire Barrier Fixing’

Used for fixing Rockwool Lamella fire barriers in 
EPS and Phenolic systems where required. Fixing 
frequency is 2 per 1m length of Lamella. This fixing 
is secured by shank compression and relies on 
being forced into a hole smaller than its diameter.

Anchor body material :  Stainless steel
Pin material :   N/A
Hammer or Screw set :  Hammer
Minimum embedment depth : 50 mm
Drill hole diameter :  8mm
Point thermal transmittance : 0.002 W/K
 
Lengths :   90 – 300mm
Qty per box :   250

SPSenvirowall ‘Lipped Hammer Fixing’

Lipped hammer fixings have a wider flange than 
normal hammer fixings making them ideal for 
securing base tracks, stop profiles and TS Rail 
supports into concrete / masonry substrates.

Anchor body material :  Polyamide 6
Pin material :   Galvanised steel
Hammer or Screw set :  Hammer
Minimum embedment depth : 30 mm
Drill hole diameter :  6 mm
 
Lengths :   6 15/45 for items 
up to 15mm thick
    6 35/65 for items 
up to 35mm thick
Qty per box :   100
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CompacFoam High Density EPS

COMPACFOAM is a modern construction and 
insulation material made from mono-material EPS, 
which combines stability and good heat insulation 
with very low dead weight. It is a flexible, applica-
ble construction element and at the same time can 
be used as a high-quality insulation material. This 
combination makes it particularly economical.

CompacFoam is an ideal replacement for the 
hidden treated hardwood pattress blocks to reduce 
the cold bridge.

CompacFoam comes in various grades from 150 
to 400kg/m³ but as a guide, the CF200 grade can 
accommodate loads upto 60kg providing there is 
one masonry anchor through the external fitting 
through to the substrate, or 30 kg with loads direct-
ly fixed to the EPS block.

Dart Anchors 

For securing lightweight to medium weight fittings 
(up to 11kg). These fixings can be used as a retro-
fit solution after the render is complete. Using an 
8mm drill bit simply drill through the render system 
and into the substrate, insert the Dart Anchor and 
tighten up.

The head of the Dart Anchor comes with two fins 
opposite each other, it is important that the fins 
are inserted into the render system to help with 
the loads, i.e. for signage the fins run at 3 and 9 
o’clock and for down pipes the fins run at 12 and 6 
o’clock.

Once inserted, using a number 8 external grade 
screw the external fixture can be fitted into the 
head of the Dart Anchor.

SPSenvirowall ‘ESPDU – Spiral Anchor’

For securing lightweight fittings (up to 5kg) to the 
EWI system after completion of the render. The 
fixing is designed to work with no pre drilling, but 
with heavier render coatings a pilot hole may be 
required. After the fixing has been initially fitted, a 
mastic seal must be placed around the last thread 
section before final tightening. Standard exter-
nal grade screws can then be used (up to 50mm 
embedment) for securing lightweight fixtures and 
fittings.

Anchor body material :  Polypropylene
Pin material :   N/A
Hammer or Screw set :  Screw
Minimum embedment depth : 50 mm
Drill hole diameter :  Self-tapping
 
Lengths :   50mm
Qty per box : 
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Satellite Bracket Twin Arm Anti 
Vibration 

Hot dipped 3mm galvanised steel twin arm bracket 
available in 9”, 12” or 16” arm length. The longer 
arm lengths allow for greater rotation of the dish for 
receiving the correct signal strength.

Comes complete with anti-vibration stainless steel 
boxes to each arm to prevent cracks forming in 
the render from high winds. The boxes can be 
adjusted into position to suit the EWI depth.

Suitable for accepting all satellite dishes and aerial 
masts up to 3m in length. Supplied with 2 number 
U clamps and white cover plates to anti-vibration 
boxes

Proprietry	boxed	bracket	fixing	systems

Eyelet Support Bracket

Stainless steel support bracket with surrounding 
universal box finished with white PVC cover plate.

20mm internal diameter stainless steel eyelet bolt 
for securing washing lines, dog leads, bicycle 
chains, etc.

The eyelet bolt is supported via a secondary 
support bracket and fixed back to the main bracket 
leg for additional flexural strength
.
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Flower Basket Bracket

Stainless steel support bracket with surrounding 
universal box finished with white PVC cover plate.

6mm mill finished stainless steel support bracket 
for hanging baskets up to 12” in size.

The support bracket is supported via a secondary 
support bracket and fixed back to the main bracket 
leg for additional flexural strength.
.

Fence Panel Bracket

Stainless steel support bracket with surrounding 
universal box finished with white PVC cover plate.

Bracket is supplied with a 45mm universal bracket 
for securing fence panels.

Fence Post Bracket

Stainless steel support bracket with surrounding 
universal box finished with white PVC cover plate.

Bracket is supplied with an exposed 100mm long 
carbon steel bolt for securing fence posts. The bolt 
can be cut on site to the length required, no nut is 
supplied.

.
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Electrical Junction Box

Stainless steel support bracket with surrounding 
universal box finished with white PVC cover plate.

The face plate has a universal beza plate for 
safely securing electrical fittings including 
external alarms.Bracket is supplied with electrical 
connection box and fly lead to enable the product 
to be safely earthed.

Light shown for demonstration purposes only and 
not supplied with bracket.

IEE regulations state that no screwed joint is to be 
inaccessible.

Downpipe Bracket

Stainless steel support bracket with surrounding 
universal box finished with white PVC cover plate.

Fixing is through a universal threaded hole ready 
to take a support clip.

Down pipe and support clip shown for display 
purposes only, not supplied as part of the bracket.

Water Tap Bracket

Stainless steel support bracket with surrounding 
universal box finished with white PVC cover plate.

Copper grade external tap supplied with metal 
braided tail and compression joint.

Power Networks

This box has been approved by UK Power 
Networks for installing around there existing T bars 
without causing disruption to the power supply or 
having to remove their cable.

The stainless steel box is split on the one side to 
allow the box to be opened up and fitted around 
the existing T bar. The box is adjusted on the T bar 
using the sliding holder to the desired position to 
suit the EWI system depth. The two piece cover 
plate is fitted and sealed with mastic to finish.

General Notes for Boxed Brackets

The stainless steel box is universal in size throughout all of the support 
brackets making the range interchangeable for most covers without the 
need for changing the box.

The boxes are supplied with slotted holes on the side allowing for nominal 
adjustment on site. The boxes are supplied for use with 90mm insulation 
as standard, other sizes available on request.

The cover plates are supplied with an insulation backing and sealing tape 
to reduce the cold bridge at these locations.

The cover plate has a channelled groove around the inside edge to allow 
for the application of mastic prior to fitting to allow a water tight seal.

.
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Profiles

Beads|Trims|Flashing

SPSenvirowall source a comprehensive range of
beads, profiles, trims and flashings from a variety
of suppliers and all are available in a variety of
materials to suit all the requirements of our
insulation and render only systems.

Materials Used in Manufacturing

PVC

Primarily used in the manufacture of surface
mounted beads, PVC is durable and weather
resistant. Available in a variety of colours, PVC
beads are lightweight and cost-effective as well
as being easy to install. Both rigid PVC (DIN
7748/1) and non-rigid PVC (to an appropriate
shore-hardiness) are used according to the
requirements of the specific application.

Galvanised Steel

Galvanised steel is used throughout the range of
surface and full system beads on the traditional
thick coat systems. Beads and trims are generally
supplied powder coated white, although coloured
powder coating can be arranged, and with the
choices of having a PVC nose, again in a range of
colours, to protect the visible element of the bead.
All galvanised products are manufactured to
BS EN10143:1993 and BS 5262:199 1(code of
practice for External Renderings). 
A full range of fabricated flashings and 
window sills are also available measured 
and manufactured to site specifications.

Stainless Steel

Stainless steel alternatives are available for all
galvanised products depending on the specifier
needs and the local environment of the site.
All stainless steel products are manufactured to BS
1449/2:1983 and EN 10088/2:1995 (Stainless Steel 
304 Grade).

Aluminium

Full system stop beads and base beads for
insulation systems using thin coat renders are
generally manufactured from aluminium. The light-
weight nature of thin coat render systems, in
comparison to traditional thick coat systems, means
the trims have different requirements in strength,
weight and the level of detail required in
manufacturing. All aluminium products are
manufactured to EN 485/4:1994.

Reinforcement Mesh

Supplied in 45m2 rolls (50m long by 1m wide)
SPSenvirowall plastic coated glass fibre reinforcement 
mesh is used to add extra strength and impact  
resistance to basecoats, both in a render only context 
and when applied as part of an external wall insulation 
system. The reinforcement mesh should be applied as 
near to the outer surface of the basecoat as possible to
provide the most effective protection. It is not always 
necessary to use a reinforcement mesh in render only 
applications, depending on different specifications. 
Please consult the technical department with any  
queries.

High impact mesh is a heavy duty version of
reinforcement mesh which provides a more
robust reinforcement to render only and EWI
applications. Hign impact mesh should be specified in 
areas where a high impact resistance is required  
generally at ground floor level. 

Technical Data
Width
Length
Weight Per Unit Area
Mesh Size
Tensile Force

L (MD) 
Q (MD)

1 Metre
50 Metres
165g/m2
4x4 mm
Original Condition 
(no alkali or chemical treatment)
2,140 N/50mm
2,300 N/50mm
After Alkali Treatment (28 days)

Technical Data
Width
Length
Weight per Unit Area

1 Metre
25 Metres
370g/m2
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Angle Beads: Surface mounted angle beads provide a 
clean straight edge and additional strength at external 
angles. Available in a range of sizes and colours, used 
mainly with traditional thick coat applications on both 
insulated render and render only systems. 

Mesh Winged Angle Beads: PVC angle beads 
incorporating wings made from reinforcement mesh. Buried 
within the render system within the basecoat this bead is 
used to provide additional strength and a straight edge at 
external angles on thin coat applications.

Stop Beads: Surface mounted stop beads provide a clean 
edge of render when butting up to window or door frames, 
or any other point of termination in the render. Available in a 
range of sizes and colours to suit all render finishes.

Mesh Winged Stop Beads: Termination bead 
incorporating a reinforcement mesh wing, generally used in 
thin coat applications. Apu beads available with removable 
window protection and sealing strip providing a watertight 
shadow gap.

Expansion Beads: Mainly required with traditional thick 
coat render systems surface mounted expansion beads are 
used to protect the render from cracking due to thermal or 
structural movement in the substrate. Expansion beads
must be specified where there is a structural movement 
joint under the render and also where there is a change to 
the background substrate.

Overhead Drip Bead: Used at window heads or similar 
overhangs to prevent surface rain water travelling under the 
return.

Full System Base Beads: Full system base 
beads are used at or above the DPC level to form 
a horizontal starting point for the insulated render 
systems. Slightly different in design for thin coat 
and thick coat systems both types incorporate
a drip to shed surface rain water away from the 
substrate. Available in a wide range of sizes to 
accommodate varying thicknesses of insulation, 
the thick coat base bead is available with a 
coloured PVC nose while the thin coat base beads 
incorporates a locking plate along the front edge 
for additional strength.

Verge Trims, Fabricated Flashings and Sills: 
A standard range of verge trims and window sills 
are available from stock to suit most insulated 
render systems. Custom fabrications including 
oversills, copings, feature channels and louvred 
access panels are also available made to site 
requirements. A full range of accessories also 
complement these products including welded 
corners and jointing pieces.

Full System Stop Beads: Full system stop beads 
are used as a vertical square edge where ever the 
insulated render system terminates. For thick coat 
render applications a PVC nose is available and 
the thin coat alternative has a return which locks 
into the render providing additional strength and a 
water tight seal. Available in a wide range of sizes 
to suit different thicknesses of insulation.
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Testing	and	Certification
The SPSenvirowall range of systems has had a
successful track record in the UK and continental
Europe for over 40 years. They have been used in
some of the most exposed sites in Europe without
any recorded failures. The systems have
undergone a rigorous testing regime in both the
UK and Germany with an expected life in excess
of 60 years if properly maintained.

The SPSenvirowall range of systems have been 
rigorously tested to BS and EN standards along 
with European Technical Approval Guideline 
number 004 to ensure they are fit for purpose.

The SPSenvirowal range of systems has been
assessed by the BBA to ensure they meet the 
Building Regulations of England and Wales and 
also the Building (Scotland) Regulations.

BS8414 Fire Test
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Insulation
Mineral Wool insulation have been manufactured 
in accordance with BS EN 13162.

Polystyrene insulation have been manufactured in
accordance with BS EN 13163.

Fire
Full scale fire test external cladding BS8414
Part 2 Compliant. European Reaction to Fire 
Classification B1 for EPS insulation systems and 
A2 for Mineral Wool insulation systems.  
Wind loading has been approved to withstand wind 
loading in accordance with BS EN 1991,  
Parts 1 to 4.

Thermal Performance
The thermal performance of the insulation has
been assessed in accordance with EN 12667.

Moisture Penetration
The systems meet all the requirements of MOAT 
22 and European Technical Approval 004 for 
moisture penetration and have been awarded 
BBA Certificates 05/4206, 12/4939 and 13/5065 
including 60 year extended life for the majority of 
systems. 

The SPSenvirowall Renders
The range of the SPSenvirowall renders are
approved by the BBA and are covered by
certificate number 05/4206.

Profiles
Galvanised – BS EN 10143
Stainless steel – BS 1449/2 & EN 10088/2
Aluminium EN 485/4

Copies of all approvals and relevant test data are 
available on request.
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Service
SPSenvirowall have depots distributed across the 
country. From here we are able to react to the local 
needs of our customers. You can collect materials 
or we can provide next day delivery utilising our 
own transport, giving a responsive service that is 
unmatched in the industry.

The depots are staffed by experienced personnel 
who can provide you with advice on the products 
that they stock.

If more in-depth technical advice is needed we 
have an internal technical department that can help 
by providing project specific specifications, details, 
U-value and condensation calculations.

If it’s on-site assistance that you require we have a 
team of site support technicians that will help with 
application and detailing issues on site.
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Guarantees

Materials Guarantee

The SPSenvirowall range of systems 
have had a successful track record in the 
UK and continental Europe for over 30 
years. They have been used in some of 
the most exposed sites in Europe without 
any recorded failures. The systems have 
undergone a rigorous testing regime in both 
the UK and Germany with an expected life 
in excess of 60 years if properly maintained. 
Despite this impressive track record our 
clients are often looking for additional peace 
of mind. For this reason we are able to offer 
additional security with a range of warranty 
schemes.

Material Defects Guarantee

• 12 year cover.
• Protects against any failure in the 

system that has been caused by a 
defective material component.

• No cost.
• Provided on all SPSenvirowall standard 

systems.
• System must be applied by an 

SPSenvirowall approved installer and in 
accordance with our specifications.

• SPSenvirowall must approve any non 
standard detailing.

• SPSenvirowall staff must be given 
access to site to enable inspection of 
the work as it is being completed.

SPSenvirowall must be given opportunity 
to undertake a full survey of the completed 
works.

Latent Defects Guarantee

• 25 Year Cover.
• Protects against any failure of 

the system caused by materials, 
workmanship or design.

• Independent survey of works on the 
system where the value of the installed 
system exceeds £100,000.

• Claim not dependent on proving fault.
• Cover given by third party insurer.
• Single premium payment.
• Rates on application.

Professional Indemnity Insurance

• 5 Million Pound Cover.
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Training
SPSenvirowall has training facilities at all of 
their regional depots where one day training 
courses can be booked in advance. These 
courses consist of both a theory and practical 
elements. On completion of the course 
attendants are provided with an identification 
card indicating they have successfully 
completed the course. This is then followed 
up on site where inspections are made whilst 
carrying out works. Once the inspector is 
confident of the installer’s ability he will issue 
them with a competent person’s card.
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We promote the recycling of plastic, metal and 
packaging within our technical specification documents, 
all to encourage responsible behaviour regarding waste 
on site.

Regular discussions take place with our suppliers to 
reduce packaging and to implement new designs and 
features to create better efficiencies within the product 
range used on site.

As members of INCA, NIA  and FPDC Associations we 
actively contribute to regular meetings and technical 
groups to encourage an environmental focus within our 
market place.

All of our UK branch depots operate our environmental 
policies regarding recycling waste and logistic 
efficiencies. We look at the efficiency of deliveries, 

either direct full load from suppliers or by encouraging 
grouped deliveries.

We have an environmental policy and many other 
environmental documents ready for issuing to our 
clients and approved contractor base.

SPSenvirowall is committed to the important and 
worthwhile task of looking after our environment.  

Environment
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Approved Installer

www.spsenvirowall.co.uk

Northern Branch
Orchard House,  
Aire Valley Business Centre,  
Keighley,  
West Yorkshire, BD21 3DU
  
T.  01535 661 633
F.  01535 661 933
E. info@spsenvirowall.co.uk

Wales Branch
Unit 6, 
Fairfield Industrial Estate,
Gwaelod Y Garth,
Cardiff, CF15 8LA 
  
T.  01443 888 390
F.  0845 644 7082
E. wales@spsenvirowall.co.uk

Midlands Branch
25/26 Rosevale Road, 
Parkhouse Industrial Estate West, 
Newcastle-under-Lyme, 
Staffordshire, ST5 7EF
  
T.  0845 1300 983
F.  0845 1300 984
E. newcastle@spsenvirowall.co.uk

South East Branch
Unit 9,
Repton Close,
Burnt Mills Industrial Estate,
Basildon, Essex, SS13 1LJ
  
T.  01268 293 532
F. 01268 281 823
E. basildon@spsenvirowall.co.uk

Scotland Branch
Block 1
Canyon Road
Excelsior Park
Wishaw. ML2 0EG
  
T.  01698 532 873
F. 01535 661 933
E. info@spsenvirowall.co.uk


